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The Petties™ 2011-Covered in Cat Hair, Double-Nominee!
Wed, 2011-07-06 17:40 — Robin Olson

I have to admit that I didn't think we stood a chance at winning even ONE nomination for the Petties 2011
awards, let alone TWO! Last year, we were nominated in the category of Best Cause Related Blog, for which I was greatly
honored, but this year I'm simply gobsmacked to be in the Best Cat Blog category AND the Best Social Interaction Blog
category! Who knew? Obviously YOU guys knew! The field is so much BIGGER this year, than it was last year. I'm still in
shock that we got this far.
THANK YOU TO EVERYONE WHO VOTED FOR MY BLOG! I appreciate it VERY MUCH!
Of course there's a TINY bit more to do to get Covered in Cat Hair all the way to the BIG AWARD. You've got to VOTE again!
This time you don't have to sign up for anything or give your email address out.

Click HERE [1] to VOTE. It takes about 5 seconds. If you look at the ballot, below, you can see
where the arrows are pointing..that's where OUR categories are located. I heard you can VOTE
TWICE A DAY so VOTE EARLY AND VOTE OFTEN!
May I also suggest you consider voting for my friend, Ingrid in the Best Overall Pet Blog. She writes the Conscious Cat, and our
friends at CatLadyLand, and Paws and Effect need your votes, too!
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If Coveredincathair.com can WIN BOTH categories, it will allow me to take
the $1000.00 prize for EACH win and DONATE it to my 501(c)3 Non-Profit
Cat Rescue group, Kitten Associates! We REALLY NEED THOSE FUNDS TO
MAKE IT POSSIBLE to RESCUE EVEN MORE KITTIES!!! Your vote will help
SAVE MORE CATS!!!
[2]

MacGruber is just one of the many cats we've rescued! Help us rescue more with a simple vote!
Please vote today and please DO share this with your cat-loving friends! We need to WIN! We've got two litters
of kittens coming in a few weeks! Yes, TWO!
CICH Content Categories:
Announcements [3]
Cute Photo [4]
Kitten [5]
News [6]
Covered in Cat Hair [7]
One I Hold in High Regard [8]
Who Knew? [9]
Georgia Rescue [10]
Cat Writer [11]
You've Got to be Kidding! [12]
Kitten Associates [13]
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You Rock!

[14]

Comments
Wed, 2011-07-06 19:34 — danceswithcats

Congratulations!

[15]

[16]

Robin, I hope you sweep those Pettie Awards! And thank you so much for mentioning Paws and Effect, too! Siouxsie, Thomas
and Dahlia say "purrrrrrrr!"
Wed, 2011-07-06 21:36 — Catnonymouse (not verified)

went to vote but...

[17]

the ballot was cut off after the fourth entry below the best dog blog & best designed blog sections.
Thu, 2011-07-07 12:27 — Catnonymouse (not verified)

k, voted :-)

[18]

but had to switch laptop to get the full ballot. Go figure.
CICH @ Google+
Robin @ Google+
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